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Motivation: THz passive components application

1. Shielding devices
2. Polarizers, Filters, Collimators
3. Frequency selective surfaces
4. Bolometers
5. Detectors of optoacoustic type, EM Sensors

6. Compact waveguides
7. Wave concentrators EM memory / logic
8. Super-prisms (frequency dispersion)

As thin as possible, sensitivity / efficiency 
1/thickness metasurface (graphene and other thin

films)
Periodic 3D structure/crystal, periodic distribution of
permittivity/refractive index, periodic concentration

of EM wave within the structure

High absorption ability is the must!



Outline

i. CVD Graphene/carbon based
metasurfaces

ii. Fully carbon periodic lattices
iii.3D-printed photonic crystals
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In optical range single
graphene layer absorbs
=2.3% due to interband

transitions

In THz and microwave range
single graphene layer absorbs

20-25% (depending on the
doping level) due to intraband

transitions
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For a thin film in free air, A peaks at 50 % when l = l σ
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l1/ A=50%, R=25%, T=25%.

Thin conductive film



A very good graphene sample have a sheet conductance of 2.5 mS/sq under
appropriate gate voltage.

The admittance of free space space 0c = 2.7 mS.

A=50%, R=25%, T=25%.

Admittance-matching condition. Equivalent electric
circuit
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High absorption ability of graphene at THz

Depending on graphene
quality/conductivity it is necessary to
get from 3 to 7 graphene layers to
achieve 50% absorption for free
standing film in free space.
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EM properties of graphene (thin conductive film)

Fresnel formulas applied to a thin conducting sheet at the interface between
two dielectric media, normal incidence from medium 1

The maximum value of the absorbance A = n1/(n1+n2) that exceeds 50% if n1 >
n2, which is remarkably high for a one-atom thick material. This maximum is
realized for Im σ = 0 and Re σ = (n1+n2)ε0c.
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Substrate thickness corresponding to a quarter of wavelength reduces the
reflectance to almost zero in case the radiations comes from the substrate
side and increases the absorptance to a perfect value.

30 GHz

J. Nanophoton. 11(3), 032504 (2017)

Optimization of absorption in graphene/polymer sandwich
by dielectric substrate



p- and s-polarized waves vs incident angle

Effective film thickness increase with increaseс of the incident angle – the case of p-polarization

Effective film thickness decrease with increaseс of the incident angle – the case of s-polarization
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Possibility to tune electromagnetic response properties of
graphene/polymer sandwiches. THz measurements

s-polarization

p-polarization

THz time-domain spectroscopy of
one graphene monolayer on the top

of 0.5 mm silica substrate

Appl.Phys. Lett. 108, 123101 (2016)



3D meta-surface: simulations

umd 500
uma 600

Paper is in progress

Almost perfect
resonant absorption

High absorption
(more than 50%) in
broad THz range



3D meta-surface: THz experiment

The transmittance (T), reflectance (R) and
absorbance (A) of graphene hemi-sphere shape

Absorption of graphene, plane geometry

Benefit is 40% of absorption



Carbon thin films

1
4

Graphene (a), GrI (b) and
GrPyC (c) transferred on

oxidized silicon substrate. (d)
PyC film deposited on a silicon

substrate.

1.Graphene – optical transparency, needs PMMA for transfer
2.GrI – optical transparency, needs PMMA for transfer
3.GrPyC – mechanically robust, still transparent in visible range
4.PyC and GC (PPF) could be deposited directly on the dielectric

substrate, transparent partly

J. Nanophoton. 11(3), 032504 (2017)
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Carbon thin films, THz



Carbon based metasurfaces

Tommi Kaplas, Polina Kuzhir, Ultra-thin pyrocarbon films as a versatile coating material,
Nanoscale Research Letters (2017) 12,121



Absorbance/Transmittance of
PPF(PyC)/polymer structure of
sophisticated geometry in microwaves
and corresponding EM field
distribution. Parameters of simulations
(CST Studio): l1=500 nm, l2=0.5 mm,
l3=200 nm, a=2 mm, b=1.47mm,
PyC=36000 S/m, dielectric permittivity
= 3.75.

Carbon based metasurfaces: microwave response



Graphene based THz passive components.
Conclusions

Support

Incident wave

Nanodevice

Protective and
shielding coating

Reflected wave

1.Shielding devices
2.Polarizers
3.Filters
4.Collimators
5.Detectors of bolometric type
6.Sensors
7.………………..



Outline

Large conductivity of carbon skeleton. Crystals made of glassy carbon
2000 - 20000 S/m

i. CVD Graphene/carbon based
metasurfaces

ii. Fully carbon periodic lattices
iii.3D-printed photonic crystals

A. Szczurek; et al., Carbon periodic cellular architectures, Carbon, 88 (2015) 70, 2015
M. Letellier, et al, Electromagnetic properties of model vitreous carbon foams, Carbon, 122 (2017) 217



Lattice name Mass, g Dimensions,
mm×mm×mm

Epoxy thickness, mm

A-series 0.17351 9.0*18.0*18.5 12.67

B-series 0.20747 17.5*21.5*21.5 21.40

C-series 0.12259 9.5*12.0*12.0 10.69

D-series 0.05843 7.0*9.0*9.0 13.69

Empty - - 6.8

A                     B                     C                        D

Carbon 3D architectures

2  ways: 3D printed polymer template or Kelvil cell polymer template made by foaming



 A high absorption peak appears near
36 GHz when the electric field vector
E is parallel to Y direction.

 When the electric field vector E is
parallel to X direction, the lattice is
highly reflective within the 26-37 GHz
range.

 For both orientations, the lattice is
almost opaque for EM radiation in the
Ka-band.
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Carbon based photonic crystal with losses
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Dependence of the electromagnetic response
properties of the 3D structure on the carbon skeleton

thickness

Due to the effect of field
localization, it is possible to
optimize the geometrical
parameters of carbon
photonic crystal such that the
value of reflectance could be
significantly reduced (up to
1%), which in turn sufficiently
increases the effective
absorption of the structure.

Carbon 3D architectures: tunability



 The dielectric properties of the
medium inside 3D carbon
lattice influence significantly
on the absorption peak
position.

 This can be used to tune
smoothly the electromagnetic
response of 3D carbon
photonic crystals.
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Dependence of the absorbance/transmittance through the 3D structure on the
value of the real part of the dielectric permittivity of the filling matrix.

C-lattice : influence the dielectric properties of filling media

Smooth tunability with lattice impregnation



Cell simulation and field amplitude distribution at frequency of 0.2 THz and 0.5 THz for reticulated structures with
widow sizes of 120, 150 and 170 microns, respectively. The pore size and thickness of skeleton structures relied
constant (600 microns and 10 microns, respectively). The skeleton conductivity was 2000 S/m.

Polyurethane template-based carbon lattice: THz range
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S11 S21 dependence on skeleton conductivity. In the simulation, pore size was
assumed to be 0.6 mm, k = 0.88. The inset shows a schematic representation of the
field distribution inside such structures

Polyurethane template-based carbon lattice: influence of skeleton
conductivity

In order to have very
different values of

skeleton conductivity it is
necessary to change the

precursors and the
pyrolysis conditions.



Conclusions, Fully carbon photonic crystals

skeleton conductivity

Skeleton thicknesscell size

window size Ratio cell size /
window size

High conductivity of carbon skeleton (2000 S/m) = relatively small
skin depth (200 microns) = high reflection at any frequency except
resonant conditions.



Outline

Not so large conductivity of carbon skeleton…….
1….50 S/m

Future: plasticity, stretchability, flexibility, reversibility vs mechanical
deformations

i. CVD Graphene/carbon based
metasurfaces

ii. Fully carbon periodic lattices
iii.3D-printed photonic crystals

1-50 S/m vs 2000 – 20000 S/m



Waveguide
in the case of conductivity ~ 10-50 S/m the absorption of 3D-printed photonic
crystal is more than 80%.
3D-printed photonic crystal can be used like almost perfect absorber

In the numerical calculation, the following
parameters was used: σDC= 10 S/m, L=2.4
mm, εh=1

….vs the dimensions of cubic lattice

32GHz



In the numerical calculation,
the following parameters was
used: σDC= 2000 S/m, L=2.4
mm, a=0.84 mm

In the numerical calculation, the
following parameters was used:
σDC= 10 S/m, L=2.4 mm, a=0.84 mm

28 GHz

35 GHz

….vs the matrix dielectric permittivity … in comparison with fully carbon lattice …

1-50 S/m vs 2000 – 20000 S/m

All attenuation is because of absorption



Conclusions
1. Carbon made lossy photonic crystals could provide

tunable EM wave concentration/perfect absorption vs
geometrical parameters, conductivity of skeleton,
mechanical deformations, etc.

2. 3D printed meshes made of non-highly conductive
filaments could be even more absorptive than fully
carbon 3D architectures at wider frequency range.

3. 3D free standing metasurface made of graphene/thin
carbon films could be either highly absorptive at “0”-
thickness or resonantly perfectly absorptive.

4. Carbon film based plane metasurface may have
great potential for passive THz components
applications.



Thanks a lot for your kind attention!


